Experimental verification of coherent tracking system based on fiber nutation.
We report a coherent tracking system based on fiber nutation for inter-satellite beaconless laser communication, which uses a piezo-electric ceramic tube (PCT) to drive the end face of single mode fiber (SMF) for nutation, and uses coherent demodulation method to directly calculate the boresight error from the intensity envelope fluctuation of signal light. The method is given theoretically and verified experimentally. Under the condition of fiber nutation frequency is 2000Hz and nutation radius is 1.1um, the experimental verification results in our interested range of signal light power (1nW-10nW) meet our design requirements. The receiving field of view (FOV) of tracking system is more than 300urad, and the closed-loop tracking bandwidth (-3dB) is about 115 Hz. When the boresight error is fixed at 80urad, the real calculation error is less than 10%. The closed-loop performance of tracking system is insensitive to the change of signal light power. Our coherent tracking system is of great significance to the inter-satellite beaconless laser communication.